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Starts with an Energy Crisis...
California Energy Crisis - Summer of 2000
"On a day when temperatures in San Francisco
reach 103 degrees, a series of localized, rolling
blackouts affect 97,000 Pacific, Gas & Electric
consumers in the Bay Area. The California ISO
orders the cuts because supplies are low due to
the closure of several plants for maintenance
purposes. The rolling blackouts are declared in
hopes of avoiding a major statewide, uncontrolled
blackout." - NPR
• California suffers its largest planned blackout
since World War II.
• Silicon Valley shuttered by Grid Imbalances &
Instability.

There must be a better way to
get reliable power...

Leads to Solar Community Development
ASES 2003

Central Coast Solar Tours

"The promise of a tie entices me from high tech to grassroots solar"

Solar Lectures and Fairs

And Kilowatts to Megawatts.
Developed over 50MW in just 10 years after my first 30kW project

30kW Array - Monterey, CA
(2004/5)

Residential Solar Growth
(2005-2020)

10MW Project - Antelope Valley, CA
(2011/12)

Scaling Solar:
Lessons Learned
The Solar Coaster Was A Wild Ride...

Scaling Solar: Lessons Learned
Lesson 1: Grassroots local support building up
through early adopter states like California. Create
a strong emotional connection with end consumers
to develop market pull.

Scaling Solar: Lessons Learned
Lesson 2: Comprehensive ecosystems evolved to
provide specialized products, tools and services
tailored for specific applications:
• Integrated Solar Carport Solutions
• String & Micro Inverters
• High Fidelity Modeling and Monitoring Systems

Scaling Solar: Lessons Learned
Lesson 3: Scalable commercial delivery platforms
like the PPA and other third party ownership (TPO)
and financing for both commercial and residential
to eliminate capital requirements and transform
CAPEX to OPEX amortized over the life of the
systems.

In 2021 - We Face a New Crisis
Climate change threatens our way of life - not just access to cheap power
COP26: "The world is currently not on track to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees. The targets announced in Paris
would result in warming well above 3 degrees by 2100 compared to pre-industrial levels.
If we continue as we are, temperatures will carry on rising, bringing even more catastrophic flooding, bush fires,
extreme weather and destruction of species."

More must be done.
"We have made progress in recent months to bend the
temperature curve closer to 2 degrees; but the science shows
that much more must be done to keep 1.5 degrees in reach.
The world needs to halve emissions over the next
decade and reach net zero carbon emissions by the middle of the
century if we are to limit global temperature rises to 1.5 degrees."
-UN Climate Change Conference

We must accelerate the scale of the GSHP industry

Scaling Up the
GSHP Industry:
Confronting the Challenges We Face
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And yet - we have very compelling value to offer.

Unequalled Energy Efﬁciency for Heating & Cooling

Especially in heating dominated climates but works

Heating Dominated

GSHP Value Propositions

Location

Sq. Ft.

HVAC Type

Efﬁciency

Grand
Junction,
CO

1,097

ASHP
(HERS 76)

15 SEER
(11.7 EER)

Grand
Junction,
CO

1,097

GSHP
(HERS 56)

22 SEER
(19 EER)

Location

Sq. Ft.

HVAC Type

Efﬁciency

Austin, TX

3,386

ASHP
(HERS 54)

15 SEER
(11.7 EER)

Austin, TX

3,386

GSHP
(HERS 42)

22 SEER
(19 EER)

Cooling Dominated

everywhere

GSHP Value Propositions
Unequalled Energy Efﬁciency for Heating & Cooling

Especially in heating dominated climates
Twice the Reliability of Conventional HVAC Gear

Challenging reliability with outdoor condensers

Austin, TX 2021 - Polar Vortex Uri
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Especially in heating dominated climates
Twice the Reliability of Conventional HVAC Gear

Challenging reliability with outdoor condensers

Entering Water Temperatures(>60 F)

Inherent Resiliency with Extreme Climate Events

Uri Polar Vortex of 2021 (Week of February 15th)

3Ton GSHP Power Consumption
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Twice the Reliability of Conventional HVAC Gear
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Uri Polar Vortex of 2021
Utility Grid Friendly

Significantly lower power demand BTU for BTU vs
conventional HVAC systems
Made in America!

Technology engineered, manufactured, and
constructed beneath our feet in the US

A Path To Scalability....

ESS Flagship Project

• Over 360 Homes sold in Phase 1 and 2 with installed EcoSmart package

Whisper Valley, Austin (TX)

• Over 1,000 tons of HVAC capacity installed
• 4 GeoGrid™ infrastructure districts serving 850+ lots
• Solar PV systems installed on all homes as a standard
• Full Solar PV capacity projected to be 25+ MW DC
• Whisper Valley and EcoSmart have received various national awards and
recognition for the commitment to sustainable community development

Whisper Valley - Aerial Views
Phase 1

YouTube Link

Whisper Valley - Aerial Views
Phase 2

YouTube Link

Whisper Valley - Aerial Views
Energy Center 2

YouTube Link

Whisper Valley - Aerial Views
Future Phase 3 & 4

YouTube Link

EcoSmart GeoGrid™

• The GeoGrid™ district interconnects each home's local loop (LotGrid) and the system
energy center.
• The Energy Center provides pumping and auxiliary cooling for periods of peak cooling
load and overall system control and optimization.
• The LotGrid provides each home with base load borehole capacity and a heat exchanger
to access GeoGrid™ thermal capacity to handle peak loads.
• The interconnection of all homes through the GeoGrid™ captures the diversity of thermal
loading and enhances system resiliency and reliability.

EcoSmart Home

• A GSHP to condition the indoor air and preheat
the domestic hot water

• A smart thermostat to optimally control the
GSHP based on indoor climate conditions
(temperature and humidity)

• A PV Array on the roof to achieve the HERS
(Home Energy Rating System) target for the
development (25 or below in Whisper Valley)

• A prewired EV charging circuit for future charger
installation

• An optional energy storage system (prewired in
future homes)

Synoptic view of entire system
A cloud-based data visualization & analytics platform:
• Monitors the ESS infrastructure and distributed resources
• Provides value to the owner and tenants through
individualized energy reporting
• Optimizes operations, preventive maintenance and services
• Data analytics and machine learning algorithms to assess
asset performance and service requirements
• Monetizes the load flexibility and grid value of our networks

Whisper Valley: A Path to Scalability
Create A Comprehensive EcoSystem
• Work with a core set of engineers, geothermal contractors, and
installers to build the GeoGrid™ infrastructure.
• Interface Engineering, Image Engineering Group, MEP
Associates
• Geo-Enterprises
• Deliver a standardized EcoSmart Solution package to builders
(including items below).
• Recruit and train geothermal system installers to build out and
service development.
• Air Temp Solutions, Supplied Energy

Smart Thermostat

Energy Monitoring Platform

Enertech GSHP

Whisper Valley: A Path to Scalability
Offer a Scalable Commercial Delivery Platform
• Geothermal exchange infrastructure is woven into the
development stage with no upfront costs to developer,
and has seamless integration with standard horizontal
utility infrastructure.
• Standard EcoSmart builder package; Fully modeled and
integrated to deliver on an agreed upon HERS (Home
Energy Rating System) target. Builders interconnect to
GeoGrid™ through a simple GeoGrid™ connection box.
• Homeowner captures full value of tax credits and OPEX
savings for equipment installed within or on the home.
• Converts large capital infrastructure cost into attractive
monthly operating savings.
• EcoSmart Solution owns, operates, and maintains the
GeoGrid™ and EcoNOC™ platforms in perpetuity.

YouTube Link

Our Future Has Never
Looked Brighter
IGSHPA can help lead the way

• GSHP technology is the most energy efficient means of conditioning indoor
climate and DHW; We need to get the word out!
• The US, along with the rest of the developed world, is driving to electrify
both our sources and uses of energy; We have a critical role to play!
• We have proven models on how to scale our solutions; We need to build out

the ecosystems and delivery platforms to realize our potential!

Let's do our part to
electrify and decarbonize
the built environment.

